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In this comp l_f'X ,incl often confu s ing cou ntry --0 a i1 f' is viewed by 
r~ 11 •upl,~ as 1-h • most important ski ll a chj J < nu acq1 1 f tr ~ng his 
"'hew] Y''lrfl, S1tc<'N'S in sch ool, of both chil'lic>n and t•acr.,_rs, 
p~rtfrularly in r.-h0 <>lem~nta ry grades, is oftPI mensured by child-
ren'•-: nt1cc0rH1 in Junn ing how to read. Readhl! is th 0 ,._ )1 that 
111 Jorkn most know] Pdge f or children and adult s aUke. As a p <-rs on 
l'l q , mp 1 ) m<'nt t lw j na hfl lty to read or the jr,abi l i ty to re·d with 
tacJJfty greatl, l imits the opportu nities . 
P 00.hly no ac·<le mic area in the element rlty schooJ hl'l'-1 receive d 
e al tent ion tlnn t he teaching of reading , nor is then•,, curricu 
'"' 0 1 Hite re 1001.e money has been spent. Howe er, despiti• a ple thora 
r [ t t 1 arti,1e tPddi ng rograms, extensiv e research into the 111ost 
r F tiv, ways to teach rea ding, and special pn,grarns to compensa te 
1 "t re 1 tua I and inat 11rat i..onal l a gs , fine motnr 'Ind gross rnoto r 
rllf! , ullies, and a ho st of other problems, there are hundreds of 
chilrlten in evel/ srho o l district who cannot read, or who read so 
i•, 1 qw1tc· 1y Uwt tlw :1kill ha s no functional vrt1ue for thPLl, 
AppnrentJy for many children the classroo m situatio~ and the 
i,1 ou!_) method.; w-;ed to teach reading are not adequat e. What then 
are Lhe alte1:nativr.s? What programs are availabl e to supplement 
the teaching of reading in the classroom and how can they he imple-
tnf'uted? 
Many educators fee l that the answer lies in individual tut oring . 
Tutoring programs represent one kind of individu alized instruction 
where the content and the rate of presentation can be better pro-
grammed to fit the child. If students are going to be individually 
tutored, howeve r, a source of tutors must be found. Obviousl y the 
tutors must be people who have ma stered the objectives to be taught 
and they must be availa ble on a regul ar basis . Additional profess-
ional teachers would of course be qualified as to skills an d are 
ava ilable, but schoo l districts cannot afford teachers on a tutorial 
basis. Theref ore , the only alternative is to use nonprofession a l 
Lutors--a ides, parents, and stu dent s. 
Plumb and Wilkinson (1974, p . 3) reported that " individual 
t11toring as a m13.jor approach to teaching reading is as old as Socrates, 
but the training of non -pr ofessionals as tutors is a more recent 
happening." In our s chools today, under th e name of tutodng one 
finds everything from a child working with another child in the 
classroom to a specialist teacher tutoring a child . Between these 
two extremes are all kinds of arrangements to provide children with 
individual help in rea ding. 
Much of the liter ature reflects great enthusiasm for almos t 
al l kin ds of tutoring, but this enthusiasm for the most part is 
based on subjec tive rather than objective measures of reading 
achievement. Typical of this kind of evaluation is that of Dris-
coll (1969) who reported that pupils, parent s, an d teachers all 
expresse d a bel ief that tutoring had been he lpful in improvin g 
rea ding ski lls. Baker (1973) provided another insight into how 
people fee l about t utoring when she found that virtually all 
stude n ts believed their tutorial program had helped th em become 
better readers. But do all these so-called tutoring schemes really 
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produce measurable gains in children's reading? 
This report will investigate the literature of the past ten years 
in order to review the kinds of tutorial reading programs that have 
been used, and the results that have been obtained from their use. 
Problem 
Many strategies and systems have been used to tutor children in 
reading. Harrison (1971a, p. 2) reported that, "In essence, the f ind-
ings have shown that tutoring per se does not benefit students in most 
instances." What then are the factors that make a tutorial readin g 
program successful in terms of the reading growth of the child? This 
study has attempted to answer this question. 
Purpose 
The purpose of this paper was to review selected literature of 
the past ten years dealing with tutorial reading programs and to 
identify those factors in tutorial programs that result in children 
being measurably more successful in reading achievement. 
Procedures 
Available selected literature of the past ten years, Janu ar y 
1965, through December 1974, dealing with tutoring in reading was 
examined. Only successful tutorial reading progr ams were reviewed 
in this paper. The criteria for success was a significan~ gain in 
reading ability as measured by recognized tests of reading achieve-
ment. 
The research took place at the Merrill Library at Utah State 
University, Logan, Utah, and the Weber State College Library, Ogden, 
Utah. The following sources were researched: 
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Education Index Current Index to Journals in Education 
Dissertation Abstracts Research in Education (ERIC) 
Delimitations 
1. Tutorial programs that are designed fo r use primarily in the 
home rather than the school were not includ ed. 
2. Computerized tutoring programs were not included. 
3. Tutorial reading programs on which there was little evidence of 
the reading growth of the children other than anecdotal records were ex-
c lud ed from this survey. Teacher or tutor judgments of success based on 
factors such as attitude changes or growth of interest in reading, 
a lthough important, are very difficult to assess and difficult to equate 
with improvement of reading skills. Rosenshine and Furst (1962 , p. 2) 
reported, "Such ends may be sufficient for some readers, but no reader 
should believe that increased pride is equivalent to increased reading 
ability until the data are in." 
Definition of terms 
Directed Tutoring - tutoring that utilizes mat eria l s similar to those 
used in the classroom and teaching procedures that are directed by 
the professional staff of the school or sch ool system. 
Programmed Tutoring - tutoring that utilizes attribut es of programmed 
instruction. The performance of the tutor is also programmed. 
Structured Tutoring - tutoring that utilizes materials or procedures 
designed specifically for tutorial reading programs. 
Tutee - one who is being tutored: pupil. 
Tutor private instructor for an individual or a small group of pupils. 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
J ohn Steinbeck has said that "Learni ng to read is the most diff i-
cu lt an d revoluti onary thing that happens to the human brain." Educa-
tors, searcfuing for methods that guarante e some success in reading to 
more children, hav •~ turned to the proces s of tutoring more and more 
frequently in the las t fifteen years. Duri ng the forties and fifties, 
educator s looked to the reading specialist or the reading teacher--
people trained in the specific techniques of teaching reading skills 
to provide the opportunities and the materials fo r helping the under-
achieving student. However, we may have over-emphasized the need of 
qualified personnel and overlooked the possibilities of the one-to-
one relations h ip of children and non -professio na ls. 
The early history of education in the United Sta tes provides 
us with many examples of the tutorial system. Children in the 
"Little Red Schoo l House" were tutored or t augh t by other children 
who had alrea dy le a rned the material. The idea of children teach-
ing other children was central in the monitori al systems of Joseph _ 
Lancaster and Andrew Bell. It has been an important ingredient in 
some schools employi ng the Montessori approach. Various learning 
through teaching derivatives can presently be found: in the Soviet 
Union one class of pupils adopts another class; in Britain, where 
incre as ing numbers of infant schools and junior schools are using 
multi-age "family groupings"; and in Cuba, where the "Each One 
Tea ch One" approach is being applied. (Thiagarajan, 1975) 
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In the early years of our country, the childre n of the wealthy 
were taught individu ally or in small groups by a governe ss or tutor. 
With th e advent of public education , and better educated t ea chers, 
however, private educa tion became le ss popular, an d public education 
made le ss use of childre n to teach other children. (Smi th, 1965) 
The civil rig ht s movement of the early sixties appe ars to have 
resu lted in a surge of tutoria l programs. Ho Throo k (1971 , p . 295) 
noted that 
Tutoring appealed to many moti ves for se rvice: a desire 
to help one's fe llow men , a liking for child ren, an interest 
in public education, and a hope th at one's enthusi asm could 
r each a neglected child and send him on his way. 
Hamilton (1965) re ported that this surge can be t raced to 1962, 
when an honor student at Yale, Peter Countryman , a member of th e 
civil rights group called the Northern Studentst Movement, recruited 
twe nty students from eighteen eastern colleges to staff a tutoria l 
pro ject in Northern Phila delphia. Nort hern coll eg e students also 
went South and engaged in programs designed to help disadvan taged 
black children. 
The federal governme nt ha s been instrumental in establi shing 
agencies that supply funds f or tuto ring proje cts. Many scho ols 
qualify for Title I fun ds under the Elementary an d Sec ondar y Educa -
tional Act of 1965. Funding has also come from a number of anti -
poverty programs under the auspices of the Offic e of Economic 
Opportunity. The U. S . Pub li c Health Service ha s fund ed sev eral pro-
j ects and t he various State Department s of Education ha ve acted as 
funding agencies in tutored programs in reading instruction. 
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Enthusiasm fo r tutoring appears to be growing, and t he number 
of tutoring progra ms appears to be multipl ying. Thelen (1970, p. 17) 
commented "I can think of no other innovation, •.. which has been so 
con.,istently perceived as successful. Wherever tutoring has been tried, 
educators declare that it works." William s and Anadam (1973, p. 98) 
reported "There are few educational endeavors which have gen erated 
more 1.eports of success than the use of s tudent tutors." The authors 
go ou to crjticize most of the literat ure on tutoring bec aus e of 
" •.• la ck of sound experime ntal des ign in appraisi ng th e ef fectiveness 
of tutoring. Most depend on testimonies of teachers, tutor s, and 
tutePs." Worl (1973, p. 2319) also notes that 
.•• a re vi ew of the literature reveals the lack of sci-
entific information about this process /tutori ng/ . It has 
not been definitely det ermined whether i _t is the academic 
jnsttuction which is most effective in helping students learn, 
or whether it is the personal attention of a signifi cant oth er 
which frees one to learn for himself. 
There is no t only a great variation in the types of tutoring pro-
grctms operating i n the schools today, bu t the eva luat ions of these 
piograms also vary widely. Melaragno (1974, p. 157) wrote that by 
whatever te chnique a program is evaluated, " ... it is clear t hat 
nome tutorial progra ms achieve little of significant val ue to stu-
dents while others have demonstrated considerable succes s." It is 
also very clear from the literature, that the amount of contro lled 
research on tutor ing is very small in proporti on to the vast amount 
of tutoring that is taking place. 
Another trend which runs throughout the litera ture i s the 
tendency for inno vative programs which exhibit sig nificant res ults 
on a small sca le to fail when implem ented within a larger schoo l 
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system. 
This paper includes only pro gra ms in reading that have been reported 
in terms of objective measures of readi ng growth unless there is some 
unique feature within the program t hat wa rrant s mention despite the 
fact that there is litt le "hard" dat a. 
This study will rev iew selected literature of the last ten years 
under three catagories: 
1. Tutorial projects that utiliz e materials similar to those used 
in the classroom and teaching proced ures that may be teach er, tutor, 
supervisor, or agency directed. The writer refer s to these programs as 
"di.rected tutorial programs." These programs may have a great deal of 
internal structure and dir ec tion , or very little structure and 
practically no di.rection. 
2. Programs that employ materi als or proced ures de signed 
specifically for tutorial reading programs. These are called 
"structured programs." 
3. Programmed instruction , a concept of instruction tha t has 
been adapted for tutoria l programs by Ellson and his associates at 
Indiana University. 
Directed tutorial programs 
In the early ~dxties, Mobiliz ation for Youth, New York City, 
one of the initial projec t s established by the an tideli nquency efforts 
of the Kennedy administrat ion, undertook a program in which ol der 
children tutored younger ones. The impro v ing of reading achiev ement 
was the major goal of this program. Cloward (1967) wrote that in 
February, 1963, a coordinator for th e program was appoint ed and 
nine tutorial centers were set up in nei ghbo r hood element ary 
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sc hools, with a Board of Education licensed teac her in char ge in each 
school. Tutoring sessions were described in this way : 
By the end of t he second month, the typica l tutorin g session 
consisted of 30 minutes spent on homework, 30 minut es on reading, 
15 to 30 minutes on games and recreation, and 15 minutes for 
refreshments, roll-taking, and other non-tutoria l activities. 
(Cloward, 1967, p. 17J 
A care ful evaluation of the Mobi l ization for Youth pro gra m was 
condu cted for the period from November 1963 to June 1964 . Expe r imental 
a nd cont rol groups of fourth and fifth grade tutees wer e ra ndomly div-
ide d into groups. The experimental students were t utored eit her two 
or four hours per week, while the control pupils di d not pa r t i c ipate 
in tutoring at all. Taken as a group, the tutored st uden ts made a 
gai n that was slightly superior to that of the controls, but the 
diffe r ence was not statistically significant. 
The childr en who were tutored four hours a week made a greater 
gain in readi ng achievement tha n did the control chi ld ren, and this 
pain was considered statistically significant. These tutored stu -
dents averaged a six-months' gain in reading during t he five months 
of tutoring. The control group averaged 3.5 months gain in the five 
months. 
Another interesting finding of the evaluation wa s that t he 
tutors, who were teenagers, averaged 3.4 years of rea di ng gr owt h 
during the se ven months of training and service i n the tu tor i a l 
program, and yet their academic marks showed no sign ifi can t chan ge 
fol]owing the tutoring. Thus r ea ding achievement improvement did 
not seem to affect school gra des. Cl oward sugges ted that 
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... improvement in school grades may appear at a future 
time, and not concurrently with the tutoring program. Or per-
haps the 'Pygmalion' effect was at play here. That is, once 
a child has been labeled a 70, or C, student by his teacher, the 
teacher's perception of the child does not alter even when his 
academic and achievement levels change. Or perhaps the school 
had so little relationship to real learning and was so boring 
that there was no opportunity for transfer of learning . (Gartner, 
Kohler and Conway, 19 71, p. 2L1) 
It is interesting to note that 
the experimental and research design created and 
reported by Cloward does not seem to have been replicated 
on ce the program moved from the demonstration stages to an 
institution alized Board of Education program. (Gartner, 
et al. 1971, p. 25) 
Since 1967 this program has operated under the auspices of the 
New York City Board of Education with support from ESEA Title I funds. 
There are about 100 centers serving 1,500 tutors and 4,500 pupils. 
In 1969 Fordham University's School of Education prepared an evalua-
tion after gathering data through observation, questionnaires, and 
interviews. Both tutors and tutees believed they had been helped in 
basic skills and in attitudes toward school. However, there are no 
hard data, no pre- and posttesting and no checking of academic 
grades. 
In Cleveland, Ohio, a group calling itself the "Program for 
Action by Citizens in Education," (PACE) (1968), sponsored and con-
ducted a program using adult volunteer tutors. The volunteers 
worked with the selected children in 17 schools two hours per 
week one .-to- -one for 13 weeks. The children were selected by the 
classroom teacher. Two hours of pre-service training and weekly inser -
vice training was provided for the volunteers. The primary purpose 
of this program was to reinforce the work of the classroom teachers 
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and not to exceed the rate of the other children in the same class-
room. The tutors were asked specifically to work on word lists suppli ed 
by the Cleveland Board of Education, and not to dea l extensively wit h 
phonics. The Metropolitan Achievement Test was used as a pre and pos t 
test. The results of this program showed no statistically significan t 
improvement on the part of the tutored group in word knowledge. 
In her di sse rtation, Klosterman (1968) reported a study using 
s tudent s maj oring in elementa ry education as tutors of 90 fourth grad e 
ch ildre n during a six month period. This tutorial program was part of 
their regular classroom instruction. The children were tutored both 
individually and in small groups. The instruction was based on the 
results of a pretest, a diagnostic test, and a contin uing evaluation 
of the pupil's progress. During the tutoring sess ion, the tu tors 
developed vocabulary, word attack skills, comprehension and interp re-
tation skills by establishing a purpose for silent and oral readin g. 
Gains in reading achievement were measur ed by determining the 
mean differences between the pretest administered in September, a 
progress test in January and the postte s t in April. 
The results showed that the students who were tutored either 
individually or in small groups made significantly greater gains 
in vocabulary, comprehension, and total read~ng ac hievement than 
t he students in the control group. The students tutored individual ly 
did not make sig nificantly greater gains in reading achievement th an 
the students tutored in the small groups. 
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The tutors in this study had taken a college reading methods course 
so the y knew the specific reading skills children need to know. Dur-
ing the six months tutoring period a two-hour weekly seminar was 
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held for the tutors so that they could share problems and ideas. The 
tutors kept a dai ly log for each child they taught . Klosterman concluded 
that the main disadvantage of this kind of tutoring is that it is terri -
bly time-consuming for the tutors . 
During 1967-68 a Volunteer Reading Tutoring Program was developed 
in Milwaukee's central city by community resid ents with the help of 
t he University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee Reading Clinic, and the Univ er -
si ty of Wisconsin Exte nsion Center for Community Leadership Devel opment 
with the cooperation of the Milwaukee Public Schools. This project was 
re ported by Schoeller and Pearson (1970). Twelve tut oring centers 
were establishe d in churches, libraries, and neighborhoo d centers . 
Each center had ten or more tutors workjng individu ally with pup ils 
recommended by the schools. The student s ' reading achievement was 
one or more years below expectancy as defined by test scores and 
teacher judgment. The pupils attended one session per week which 
lasted about an hour and a half. 
The voluntee r tutors were tr ained and supervised by a part-time 
reading teac her or a reading specialist at each center . 
The Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales were used as pre and post 
tests. The avera ge time during which student s were tutored was 3.1 
months. The gains in reading averaged 5 .2 months in word recogni -
tion, 6 . 5 months in vowel sounds and identifying letter sounds, and 
3.6 months in oral r eading. The average test gain was 3.6 months 
which was half a month above the expected gain of average children 
and 80 percent above the previous performance of th is group of 
childre n. 
A tutorial project in Logan, Utah, described by Shaver (1969) 
used former teachers, graduate students, and housewives to tutor in 
reading and writing. Shaver and Nuhn (1968, p. 237) wrote: 
Remedial reading programs are common ... however, no 
special programs are geared to the individual needs of a 
large group of st udents: those who perform "adequately" in 
school ••• but who are not reading and writing up to potential ... 
Tutoring--the ancient form of individualized instruction--
seemed to present a workable alternative. Commonly viewed by 
school personnel as a remedy for students failing in school, 
tutoring for students who are succeeding in school was itself 
an innovative idea. 
Tutors were selected on the basis of their own reading and 
writing ability as measured by perfonnances on the School Test of 
Educational Progress tests, samples of writing, and interviews. The 
summer before the tutoring began, they spent two weeks working on the 
development of materials and tutoring techniques. 
The emphasis was on understanding the lack of positive 
self-concept that often accompanies unde rachievement, on dia-
gnosin~ the students' reading and writing deficiencies, and on 
providing specific assistance in an accepting atmosphere in 
which success could be experienced. (Shaver, 1968, p. 108) 
The children to be tutored, fourth, seventh, and tenth graders, 
were selected on the basis of their achievement in school as compared 
with their potential. "Potential" was measured by the Californi a 
Test of Mental Maturity and the School Test of Educational Pro gress 
tests. There were three groups in the study: one group received 
tutoring in a one-to -on e arrangement; one group was tutored in a 
three-to-one arrangement; and the third group (control) received 
no tutoring. During the second year, a fourth group of children 
were tutored in a five-to-one situation. 
The results clearly favored the children who had been tutored, 
although there was no significant difference between children who 
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had been tutored in a one-to-one situation, and those who had been 
tutored in groups of three. Shaver also reported that one-to-five ratios 
seemed to produce measurable results, but he did caution that the data 
was insufficient to warrant any firm conclusions on the one-to-five 
arrangement. 
Two years after this tutoring project was completed, Shaver did 
a follow-up study and found that the students who had been tutored had 
maintained the gains they had recorded during the tutoring. 
In his dissertation, Frager (1969) described a program that 
utilized fifth and sixth grade children as tutors of kindergarten 
children in two elementary schools in Los Angeles. The tutors heard 
the kindergarten children read orally on a one-to-one arrangement, 
and also used programmed reading texts. The study found that all the 
kindergarten children showed significant gains. Another interesting 
finding was that the poor achievers were as effective in increasing 
the performance of the tutees as were the best achieving tutors. 
The academically slower fifth and sixth grade tutors showed a great 
deal of patience and perserverance with the kindergarten children. 
Hassinger and Via (1969) reported the results of a tutoring 
study done in six school districts in Los Angeles County. The tutors 
were disadvantaged high school students. The program used teacher 
supervisors and provided for sixteen hours of training for the tutors. 
The tutors worked with the fourth, fifth and sixth grade pupils in 
two hour blocks of time for six weeks. Mean growth in reading for 
the tutees was 4.6 months during the six-week program period as 
measured by the Stanford Reading Test. 
Pope (1970) reported a program carried out in a depressed New York 
City School using mostly black married women as the tutors. These 
tutors were required to write simple lesson plans which were reviewed 
each week by the reading consultant. The children were tutored Monday 
through Thursday, and the training of the tutors took place on Friday. 
Incentives such as cookies, small toys, etc. were used. The Wide 
Range Achievement Test was used to assess the progress of the children . 
The results of this progrrun showed that of the 82 children tutored, 
34 showed between 4 and 7 months gain in reading level and five child-
ren made progress ranging from 9 months to two years. The other 
children were reported as having" 
diagnostically." p. 14. 
demonstrated progress when viewed 
A "One-to-One" tutorial project in the Los Angeles County Schools 
was described by Landrum and Martin (1970). This program was funded 
by the Office of Economic Opportunity as part of the war on poverty 
program. The economic guidelines of the program applied only to the 
teenage tutors, not to the tutored children. The first summer, the 
program was conducted for a six-week period of time. The tutors 
were trained by professional teachers to work with their assigned 
students, during the tutoring sessions they were closely supervised. 
During the tutoring period the tutored children gained 4.6 months in 
reading ability, and the tutors gained 8 months as measured by a 
standardized reading test. These results were considered so specta-
cular that the program was expanded the following summer to include 
18 other school districts. 
McWhorter and Levy (1971) reported on a program at State Univer-
sity College at Buffalo, New York, that was established on the premise 
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that competenr.y in reading can be obtained by teaching rea ding. Durin g 
t he spring of 1969 and the fall of 1970, beginning freshmen students 
were chosen as tutors on the basis of their need of basic reading 
instruction as measured by an Informal Reading Inventory. The children 
that were tutored were first, second, and third graders who were expe ri-
encing reading difficulties. The tutors attended bi-weekly seminars at 
th e college to learn reading correction and diagnosis techniques. Dur -
ing the tutoring sessions they were supervised by three rea ding specia -
listP. The sPssions lasted two semesters. 
The tutors were pre and post tested with an Informal Reading 
Inventory an<l Durkin's Phonics Test for Teachers. Dur ing the first 
semester, the tutors averaged 2.4 years growth in reading s kill and 
during the second semester they realized 1.1 years growth. They also 
averaged a 7 percent improvement in scores on Dur kin's test. 
The pupils were pre and post tested with an Informal Reading 
Inventory and Temple University Word Recognition Test. The students 
averaged 1.1 years of growth each semester on the Informal Invent ory , 
and on the Word Recognition Test they averaged 1.0 years growth the 
first semester, and 1.8 years growth the second semester. 
Title III funding was utilized in Wagner, South Dakota, to demon-
stiate that lay tutors can be trained and used ef f ectively in a 
one -t o-one tutorial program to improve the reading achievement of 
elementary age children (1971). Eighty hours of training was pro-
vided for the tutors. They tutored individually 167 Caucasian and 
Indian children. The results showed no correlation between the 
reading gain of the pupils and the hours tuto red. The project gro up 
scored about as well as the control group; however, five of the si x 
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grades made more progress than was expected from their pretest norms. 
Analysis of the Durrell Listening Test lent support to the conclusion 
that one-to-one tutoring had a positive cognitive effect. The materials 
used were varied, but all had a strong phonics approach. The classroom 
teachers evaluated this tutoring project and their recommendations 
included the need for more teacher-tutor communications; more training 
for the tutors; attempts to eliminate the disruptions in the classrooms 
that occu r red with the tutoring; and group tutoring rat her than one-to-
one tutoring. 
Liette (1971) conducted a study in Cleveland, Ohio, intercity ele-
ment ary schools to dete1mine what effects tutoring had on the readi ng 
achievement of underachieving primary grade black boys who were tutored 
by intermediate grade underachieving black boys of similar back -
gr ounds . The pupils were eight years old and in third grade. Their 
reading achievement in comprehension was six months or more below 
grade l evel. The tutors were fourth, fifth, and sixth graders selected 
on the basis of the largest negative discrepancy between standardized 
grade level scores in comprehension in relation to non-verbal mental 
ability. The tutoring lasted 12 weeks and each child was tutored 
thr ee days a week for 30 minutes each day. The tutors were respon-
sible for writing simple lesson plans which were approved by Liette, 
the reading specialist. The tutors awarded their students and them-
selves with candy, stars, and paperback books when they thought they 
had done a particularly good job. The results showed that the tutored 
children made significant gains in rea din g comprehension; however, 
the improvement for the tutors was not significant, although the 
investigator did note a trend that seemed to suggest that the tutors 
had made some gains. 
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RobP.rtson and Sharp (1971) reviewed a tutoring program in Tar-
zan4, California, which utilized underachieving fifth grade children 
as tutors of beginning first grade children. The instructional goal 
was thP. acq11isiti on of a beginning sight word vocabulary. Tutorial 
sessions were co nducted three days a week, 30 minutes per session for 
a three month period. The student tutors received training in tutoring 
behavior (positive reinforcement), and in tutoring procedures, which 
were quite struct ured. The tutors kept a tutoring log on each child. 
The 1e ults of this program showed that the tutored children signifi-
cantly out-perf ormed the control group. 
This program is representative of a number of programs that have 
heen conducted throug hout the United States using student tutors. 
(Rogers, 1969), (Paoni, 1971), (Erickson and Cromack, 1972) . 
In a study comparing two models of tutoring, Snapp (1972) des-
cribed the trai ning of fif th and sixth grade students at Ort ega 
ElemPutar) School, Austin, Texas, to tutor first, second and third 
grade disad~antage d children. The tutors' instructional methods 
wen• similar to those used by the classroom teacher who has an oppor-
t unity to provide individual instruction. Tutoring was divided into 
two parts. The first part, the Initial Reading Instruction, began 
with the tutor writing, spelling, and sayin g new words as they 
appeared in the reader. Then the pupil wrote, spelled and read the 
word. The seco nd part of t he tutoring session was oral reading of 
the story. 'With the first group, no attempt was made to reinfo rce 
the correct responses of the student during the oral reading. Group 
II received the same instruction except that during the oral reading, 
t he student was reinforced for correct reading by both social pra ise and 
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by check marks on a chart. No attention was given to the errors 
whi]e the student read. 
The results of this study show that all the students who were 
tuto r ed made limited but statistically significant gains on fairly 
specific instructional goals. Although tutorial inotruction was not 
directed toward improving reading comprehension skills, the Metro-
politan Reading Test also reflected achievement in this ar ea for the 
tutored children. 
This study did not support the hypothesis that students receiving 
systematic reinforcement will perform better than those not receiving 
the reinforcement which is in opposition to Ellson's (1969) findings. 
An additional finding of this study differed from two previous studies, 
(National Commission on Resources for Youth, 1968) and (Cloward, 1967) 
in finding a lack of stat istic ally significant difference between the 
reading gains of the tutors and their controls. 
Each of the programs described thus far has been conducted by a 
school as part of its regular day. The Youth Tutoring Youth program 
of the National Commission on Resources for Youth differs in that it 
is an after-school (and/or summer) program run in collabora tion wit h 
the Neighborhood Youth Corps. (Gartner, Kohler, Conway, 1971). In 
order to provide meaningful work opportunities for youngsters, it was 
proposed that an experimenta l program be undertaken in which New York 
City children who were at least two years behind grade level in read-
ing would tutor younger underachieving children in ghetto schools. 
Under subcontract to the Boards of Education of Newark, New Jersey, 
and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, programs were established in the 
summer of 1967. 
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In Philadelphia 120 tutors work~d in groups of 20 at six school 
locations. In Newar•k there were 80 tutors at one school. The tutors 
were both economically and educationally disadvantaged. Each week 
each tutor spent 16 hours tutoring and six hours training. An addi-
tional 6 hours each week was spent in remedial work. Tutoring sessions 
were usually two hours long and held four days a week. 
The program, although having common goals, varied in the two 
cities. In Newark community involvement was emphasized. Six community 
persons were hired to act as tutor supervisors. All were mothers and 
residents of the area where the program operated . Most had not finished 
high school; three were leaders of groups who had taken direct action 
against the Board of Education; all were poor. They received a week 
of pr e-service training in group dynami cs and reading instruction. 
In Philadelphia each of the six centers was directed by exper ienced 
teachers. The underlying philosophy of both programs stress ed the 
ability of the tutors to teach and learn. 
Tutor achievement was measured using the Iowa Silent Reading 
Tests. At the beginning of the summer the PhiJadelphia t,1to rs were 
4 months behind the expected age level in 1:eading, while in Newark 
there was 2.9 years' retardation. 
In Newark, where the tutors were indeed underachieving 
youngsters, significant gains were noted in various reading 
skills, and reading age equivalents leapt 3.7 years. Phila-
delphia's tutors- - who did not really fit the program's criter-
ion of demonstrated reading failure--increased one year in 
their mean reading age equivalency. (NCRY, "Youth Tutoring 
Youth--·It Worked," 1968, p. 20) 
Building upon the successful demonstration in Newark and Phila-
delphia, the National Commission on Resources for Youth has worked 
to expand the Youth Tutoring Youth programs. In January 1969, thir-
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teen school districts operated after-school programs, and by the fall 
of 1970 the number had reached more than 200. The Office of Education's 
Career Opportunities Program, operating in some 131 connnunities in all 
50 states, includes a Youth Tutoring Youth component designed by the 
National Connnission on Resources for Youth. 
Structured programs 
The second category of literature to be reviewed is published 
tutorial programs, other than programmed instruction. These programs 
are basically structured procedures for tutoring that can be used 
with various reading programs to prevent or remediate reading retarda-
tion. 
Since these procedures represent a marketable product, the test-
ing and validation is somewhat more complete than is found in the 
directed tutoring programs reviewed in the previous section. 
Rosner (1970) has developed and tested in the Los Angeles Public 
Schools, a structured program for tutoring which he calls the Rosner 
Tutorial Approarh. This program utilizes cross-grade tutoring, which 
he. found to be more effective than peer or intra-grade tutoring. Tutors 
are furnished with a kit which contains a basal textbook, a library 
book, and various tools for learning such as a tachistoscope, a word 
wheel, alphabet cards, a lap chalkboard, and paper. The tutorial 
period lasts 40 minutes three days per week, and the program is con-
ducted in cycles of 10 weeks or 20 tutorial hours. The forty minute 
time is divided into four sections: oral reading and comprehe nsion--
a basal-visual approach. The tutee reads and the tutor asks compre-
hension questions. The next section deals with phonics--an auditory 
approach. The child uses workbooks and various worksheets. The 
third section of the tutorial time is spent on vocabulary practice, 
and a kinesthetic-manipulative approach is employed. The final seg-
ment of the tutorial time is story time--a literary approach to read-
ing . A reading teacher supervises the tutors in all areas. 
Rosner reported that second and third graders , who were two years 
or more behind in reading had averaged four months growth on the Stan-
ford Reading Test and five months growth on the Gates MacGinitie Vocab-
ulary and Comprehension Test at the end of the 10 week cycle. Rosner 
reported that simi lar results have been charted each of the six years 
the program has been in effect. 
Butts and Sanders (1972) reported an instructional design called 
t he "Staats Motivated Learning Reading Procedure." The program is 
designed for upper elementary and junior high school students reading 
on a second or third grade level . Features of the Staats procedures 
include material rewards for reinforcement of reading behavior in the 
fonn of tokens of various values; repeated structure in learning ac-
tivities; and the same sequence of reading behavior during each le sson. 
This sequence is pronunciation and recognition of single words; oral 
reading of paragraphs containing the practiced words; silent reading 
of the same paragraphs; and the answering of questions about the 
material read. 
The simple structure of the lessons makes it possible for non-
professionals to quickly and easily learn the methods for conducting 
the lessons. Staats developed his methods in the laboratory with 
the idea that the procedures could be used with commercially available 
reading books. 
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The adaptation of the Staats procedure began during the 1968- 69 
school year at Fulton Junior High School in Milwaukee , Wisconsin. The 
Morgan Bay Mysteries were used as the reading books. This series is 
designed for older readers of limited reading ability, and are published 
by Addison-Wesley. The program realized 2.8 months of reading growth 
for each month of instruction. During the 1970-71 school year, the 
seventh graders were successfully tutored by the ninth graders, and 
using the same techniques, high school students tutored fourth, fifth, 
and sixth grade pupils during the 1971-72 school year. However, it was 
not possible to locate the results of this study. 
Performance Detennined Instruction (PDI) is a reading training 
procedure reviewed by Bradfield, Gray, and Foster (1973) . This pro-
gra m is designed so that one tutor may work with two students at the 
same time. The tutorial sessions are 30 minutes long and divided 
into two separate activities. During the first fifteen minutes the 
students take turns reading aloud from specia lly designed word lists 
which are programmed to teach the student word attack and decod in g 
sk ills. The lists begin with single sound recognition requirements 
and move to polysyllabic words with blends and consonant clusters. 
Each student is initially placed at a point in the word list continu um 
from easy to difficult where he is able to demonstrate a decoding 
accuracy of 90 to 94 percent. The PDI instructional management sys-
tem adjusts the reinforcement schedule, the speed of progress, and 
the amount of practice as the student moves through the word lists 
in order that_ the student will remain in the target performance range 
of 90 to 94 percent accuracy. The second fifteen minutes of each 
training session is devoted to reading aloud from graded reader s. 
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The reinforceme nt for bo t h activities is in the form of tokens which may 
be exchanged for candy, drinks or free time. 
This reading program can be taught to and implemented by relative ly 
unsophisticated tutors in short periods of time. In one school in North-
ern California, six stu de nt s in the fourth grad e were selected for the ex-
perimental group, and six for a control group. The Gilmore Oral Reading 
test was used as the pretest. The experimental group was tutored daily for 
two months with an aver age tutoring time of ni ne hours per student, while 
the control group continued in the regular reading program. At the end of 
two months t he experime ntal group had realized a mean gain of 1.35 years in 
acc uracy and eight months on comprehension, while the control group had 
realized .62 months gain in accuracy and .067 months in comprehension. 
In 1967, the Sys tem Development Corporation, Pacoima, Calif. was 
engaged in a proj ect to develop effective instruct ional procedures for the 
teac hing of reading-rea diness concepts to first grade Mexican-American 
childre n. Duri ng the research it was found that with training and specifi-
cally defined behavior al objectives, tutoring with elementary students as 
teachers proved most effect ive. Fifth and sixth grade pupils were trained 
to tutor first-grader s, and first graders were train ed to tutor each other. 
This research res ulted in the eventual development of a systematic tutor-
ial program. The following studies trace this dev elopment along with the 
utiliza tion of the concept of school-wide tutorial proje cts. 
Newmark and Melaragno (1969) and Melaragno and Newmark (1969-70), t he 
princ ipal investigators of System Development Corporation, decided effective 
tut oring should be extended to create a "tutorial community'' in which stu-
dents at every grade level act as both teacher and pupil, and every ind-
ivid ual in the community is also both . teacher and student. The faculty of 
Pacoima Elementary School, Los Angeles, voted to become part of this 
tutorial project on a school-wide basis. 
In addition to the i nter-grade tutoring by indiv i dual students, 
there was whole c l ass tutoring where an entire older class visited a 
younger one. Presently students in grades 4-6 tutor students in 
grades K-3. Inservice discussions about the learning and teach ing 
processes were conduct ed by the te a cher sending the tut ors. The 
"receiving" teachers' role was to lead discussion s, role play, 
and arrange sim ulations on specific subject matter. After the 
tutoring sessions, both tutors and students evaluated their experi-
ences. 
Although neither pre- and posttest evaluatio ns nor comparison 
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of experimental and control groups was undertaken, evaluativ e information 
was collected during the two years duration of the program. Tn th e 
sec on<l year, tutored kindergartners showed greater achievemen t than 
the untutored children on eighteen learning goals establish ed by the 
kindergarten teachers and had better school marks. 
The marks of the twenty-two fifth-grade tutor s were compared with 
th ose of all fifth-graders thE! prev ·ious school year. Comparisons were 
made anong the ten areas where marks were given. Of the twenty sets 
of comparisons, pupils who tutored performed better i n fourteen areas. 
They performed as well as the fifth graders had the year before in five 
areas, and they performed worse in one area. The twent y-two fifth-
graders who tutored were also absent and tardy less frequen tly than 
the average for the entire fifth grade the previous year. 
Since this early exploration of a school-wide tutoring system, 
Melaragno (1974) reported further development of the school -wide con-
cept as a primary method of teaching reading as opposed to a piece-meal 
effort limited to a small number of children. A unjque feature is that 
the responsibility for carrying out the program remains with the class-
room teachers. Teachers are taught in a workshop to train the students 
in the strategies of tutoring. The procedures are quite structured 
and the tutors are also trained in reinforcement procedures such as the 
need for frequent positive reinforcement and the minimization of nega-
tive reinforcement. 
Melaragno (1974) notes that as systematic tutoring programs have 
been used over a number of years, 
..• it has become clear that their effectiveness is limited 
if they rema in focused only on decoding skills. When students 
become well versed in decoding skills their i.nstructionaJ needs 
undergo a change. There is a particular need for instruc:tion 1n 
higher level reading skills that go beyond dec:oding, inc:luding 
skil]s that typically are subsumed under the general heading of 
'reading comprehension.' (Melaragno, 1974, p. 158) 
School-wide teacher-based tutorial programs are being explored in 
the Los Angeles Unified School District that include both decoding and 
comprehension skill components. The first component works with decod-
ing skills and includes instruction in sight vocabulary, and word 
attack skills. Tutors and learners accomplish these using flash 
cards, practice exercises, and reading in q basal text. In one 
controlled study using the decoding component twenty-five pairs of 
first and second grade pupils were tutored by fifth and sixth graders 
for ten weeks. Standardized reading tests were administered to all 
stu dents before and after tutoring. During the two-and-une-half 
month period, the students grew more than seven months and the tutors 
more than five months in reading achievement. 
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The second compone n t work s with de t er m.ining the main idea, drawing 
logical conc l usions, and recognizing the sequen ce of events. For each 
skill tutors and l ear ner s use a series of pract ice wor ksheets. Each 
series starts with a simpl e ta sk and become s more difficult as the 
sequence progresses. 
Twenty- fou r f i r st, second, and third gr ade chi l dren were adminis.-
tered pretests in th ese three ski ll areas and were then tutored by 
fifth and sixth gr aders in ar eas of low pr etest scores. After the 
tutoring seque nces were comple ted , t he chil dren were posttested . The 
average of the s cores increased from 36 perc en t on the pretests to 86 
percent on the pos t t es t s . (Me l aragno, 1974) . 
There are a number of repo rts i n the l iterature dealing with 
the work of Gra nt Von Harrison of Brigham Youn g University, Provo, 
Utah. This report r ev iews eight studies of programs that took 
place in seven sc hool districts in Utah and Id aho. Harrison has 
developed ex por t abl e tutoring procedures prog ra ms for reading, arith-
metic, and Spanish. Har rison (1971 a .p .. 5) not ed that " ... the 
st ructured tu t ori ng model can be utilized to teach any objective 
that can be eva l ua ted empirically." 
Harris on (1971 a p . 2) reported that " . .. a review of the litera-
ture as la t e as 1967 failed to produce one r ef ere nce reporting empiri-
cal data supp ortin g t he basic a ssumption that st udents benefit from 
being tutored." And ye t in spite of the l a ck of "hard" data, educa-
tors and pa rents continued to feel that tutoring, ne ar l y any kind, was 
benefi c ia l to child r en that were having acade~i c di f f iculties. A 
re cen t st udy reported that low-achieving students will not l earn con-
siste nt ] y unl es s th ey are involved in a teachin g- lear ning process 
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that is highly structured and highly sensitive to their personal needs. 
(Blank and Solomon, 1969). This same study reported that while the 
highly structured tutorial model helped the low achievers make signi-
ficant progress, the same model failed to do so when the tutoring was 
not highly structured. Harrison's work led him to the same conclusions, 
and the outcome has been the development of a particular type of tutor-
ing he calls "S tr.uctured Tutoring.'' 
Harrison views his structured tutoring model as an ex ten sion of 
programmed instruction, in which the tutorial procedures are carefully 
pres cribed and conform to the basic tenets of programmed inst ruc tion. 
However, he feels that his model offers more flexibility and allows 
for maximum sensitivity to the individual learn ing characteristics of 
the child being tutored. 
Structured tutoring is a teaching technique rather than a set of 
mate rials so that the subject matter to be taught can be determined 
entirely by the curricular requirements of the school system in which 
it is used. The model can be utilized to teach any objective that 
can be evaluated empirically. 
The following are the basic components of the tutorial system: 
(Harrison, 1971a, p.12) 
1. Specifications on how to administer pretests and post-
tests, select student tut.ors, maintain necessary records, etc.; 
2. Pretests, capable of providing a valid measure of the 
child's ability to deal with the specified instructiona l object-
ives; 
3. The following record sheets: Individual Profile Sheet, 
Tutor Assignment Sheet, and the Tutor Log; 
4. Tutor Training Materials that include home-study mater-
ials for tutors and the trainer's dialogue; 
5 . Instructional Materials that include flash cards, or 
practice sheets, or books the tutors use when they work with 
a learner; 
6. Postests which should be criterion-ref e renc ed, prepared 
in advance of instruction, and must be valid measur es of master y 
of the objectives; 
7. Scope and sequence chart of instruction al obje ctives; 
8. An adult supervisor conversant with all the specified 
mana gemen t procedures and all aspects of r eco rd keep ing. 
The s tructured tutoring model involv es the diagnosis of the 
ch ild's reading skills, individual work with a ch ild us i ng pre sc ribed 
te aching methods, and a criterion posttest whic h measu r es the know-
l edge of the child at the end of tutoring. 
Actual tutoring requires four basic step s: 
1. The tu t or shows the child how to perform the skill. 
2. The tutor rehearses the skill with the child until hP feels 
con f i.de n t th a t the child knows the skill. Then the chil d is given a 
maste r y ch eck . 
3 . If the child passes the mastery check, he goes on t o new mat-
eria l . If he does not pass the mastery check, the pr act ice is repeat ed. 
4. Previously mastered material is review ed . 
Among the studies demonstrating the effec ti veness of Harrison 's 
Stru c t ured Tutoring was Bradshaw's (1971) who re ported a Title I pr o-
gtam in two Salt Lake intercity schools which util ize d trai ned fou rth, 
fif th, and sixth grade students as tutors for fl r s t , sec ond, and thi rd 
gr ade children using the structured tutoring procedu res. 
Following a pretest, tutors taught the children for fifteen 
minutes daily over an eight-week period. The skills t au ght were 
letter names, sounds of letters, sight words, and decoding of nonsense 
words. As in the evaluation of all of Harrison's work , a specially 
constructed criterion test of 44 items was used to assess the progress 
of the children who had been tutored. In one school wi.th twelve tutor ed 
children, the mean gain on the criterion test from pre - to posttestin g 
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was sixteen items. More significant was the fact that six of the 
twelve children were returned to their classroom s as remediated, and 
another three ch ildren progressed from no knowledge of names and 
sounds to the ability to r ead phonetic words. "This means that 9 out 
of the 12 children have been judged as achievin g significant remedia-
tion through tutoring by an upper grade tutor." (Bradshaw, 1971, p. 2) 
Resul ts in the second Salt Lake Cit y school were comparable. 
Keele and Harrison (1971a) reported a proj ect in Provo, Utah, 
in which parents us ed the structured tutoring t echniques to teach 
their chil dren to read. The parents received the manual and one 
hour of traini ng in the procedures. The tutoring last ed six weeks. 
The objectives were naming, sounding, and bl ending letter sounds. 
Again the differences between tutored children and the control group 
was signif icantly in favor oi the tutored childr en as measured by 
Harris on's criterion test. 
In another study reported by Keele and Harrison (1971b) in 
Provo, Utah, kindergarten and first grade children were tutored by 
their parent s an d high school students. The tutors worked with the 
childre n four times a week in 15-minute sessions. The skills practiced 
\1ere the naming, sounding, and blending of letters . Although the 
tutors received no formal training, they were inst ructed to read 
their manuals carefully. The tutoring sessions were unsupervise d. 
The results of this study showed that the differen ce of mean scores 
betwe en the tutored group and the control group was not significant: 
for the naming of letters, but was significant at the .01 l evel for 
soun ding and blending. Again the instrument used for pre and post-
testin g was Harrison's criterion test. 
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No signl.ficant difference between the mean gain of children 
tutored by parents and those tutored by high school students was found. 
Harrison (1971b) used the structured tutoring model in an individ-
ualized summer reading program for low achieving six-year olds. Thirty-
three children from three elementary schools in the Provo Utah School 
District who would enter first grade in the fall were selected on the 
basis of the standardized reading readlness tests given in that dis-
trict. The tutors were upper-grade students who had been trained in 
structured tutoring techniques. The tutoring lasted six weeks. Obj-
ectives included the teaching of seven letters, five sight words, eight 
sounds, eight to ten phonetic words, and five to eight nonsense words. 
On the basis of a criterion test constructed by Harrison, the children 
;1chieved 100 per cent mastery of the sounds, 73 percent mastery of the 
phonetic words, and 77 percent mastery of the nonsense words. 
Three months after the beginning of the school year, the first 
grade teachers in each of the three schools from which the tutored 
children were selected were asked to rank their students based on 
their reading ability. The teachers were not told which childr en had 
participated in the reading program during the summer. At the Provost 
Elementary School in Provo, Utah, all seven of the children who 
achieved criterion (80 percent) on the five objectives were ranked 
as being in the top fifty percent of the class in reading. One of 
these children is ranked by the teacher as being the top reader in 
the class. One child who did not achieve criterion is also ranked in 
the top half of the class. 
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At Wasatch Elementary School in Provo, Utah, three of the tutored 
children had reached 80 percent mastery of the objectives taught; however, 
two of the children had moved so results were not available. The other 
child was ranked in the top fifty percent of his class. 
Both children at Rock Canyon Elementary School, in Provo, Utah, 
who reached the 80 percent criterion moved out of state. None of the 
children who failed to achieve criterion were ranked by their teachers 
as being in the upper fifty pe rce nt of the class. 
Harrison (1972) reported the use of his program in two other 
school districts in Utah, Nebo and Alpine, in ten Title I schools. 
Upper grade elementary school children were used to tutor non-reading 
s cond graders. Non-reading was defined as the inability to read 
previously unencountered single syllable phonetic ally readable words. 
A criterion-referenced pre and posttest was const ructed that would 
measure the child's ability to name letters, produce most common con-
sonant sounds, produce short vowel sounds, diagraphs, and to decode 
single syllable phonetically readable nonsense words. 
The average number of children tutored in each school was 15.6. 
The posttest showed that the average number of correct answers was 
36.7 of 44 items which was 83.4 percent of lhe test items. 
The control group was composed of randomly selected second 
graders in Non-Title I schools who had not been tutored. The average 
number of children in the control group was 15 pupils per school. On 
the criterion test they averaged 37.7 correct answers which represented 
85.7 percent of the items on the test. 
This program was judged by the school districts to be successful, 
althoug h the non-Title I control group scored higher on the criterion 
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test, because the gains made by the Title I children were so much greater 
than expected for these childcen. Plans were made to make the program 
permanent and expand it to include first, third, and fourth grade child-
ren. 
A similar program in Jordan School District in Salt Lake City, Utah, 
in three Title I schools was cited in 1973 as one of the most effective 
exemplary programs in the state, and state funds have been allocated to 
disseminate the project.(Keele and Harrison, 1973) 
San Juan School Distcict in south ern Utah took part in a field test 
of the first manual of Structured Reading, Beginning Reading I. (Harri-
s on, 1974) For a decade educators have w·restled with the problem of 
how t o teach Indian students to read. More than half the students in 
the San Juan School District are Indians, mostly Navajo. Test data 
since 1965 indicated that there had never been a class of Indian child-
ren at grade :tevel in reading and spelling. 
In 1972 the district started a tutoring program with nonprofessional 
adu lts serving as tutors for second-grade Indian childr en. Over half 
of the tutors were Navajos. In 1973, the district reported that on an 
a.verage these children were reading at grade level the follmling school 
year. 
The district personnel reported that the tutoring progr am is t he 
most successful of their federally funde d projects. The district will 
continue this tutorial program after federal funds are discont inue d. 
Plumb and Wilkinson (1974) reported the use of Harrison's tutocial 
ptogram with second and third grade children in two Title I schools in 
Boise, Idaho, in 1971-72. The children selected for tutoring scored 
Ln the lower 40 percent range on a standardized reading test . The 
tutor s were paid aides and fifth and sixth grade students. 
Mean gain scores between pre- and posttest s on the 44 item crit-
erio n t est of children tutored in the two schools were compared wi th 
mean gain scores of the statisticall y similar control group who received 
no tutoring. The scores on sight words were significan tly in favor of 
the tutored children in both schools at the .01 level. At Madison 
Scho ol the ability of the tutored students to decode was significantl y 
differ ent at th e . 01 le vel and at the Whitney School, at the .001 lev el. 
Of the fifty~four students tutored, only one failed to make a signif i-
cant improvement during the six - week program . During 1974 , this pr o--
gram was expanded to twelve Title I schools in the Boise area. 
Southwest Regional Laborato ry for · Educa tio nal Research an d Develop -
mPnt, Inglewood, Calif., has developed an exportable tutorial program 
similar to Harri son's to be used in conjunction with th eir kinderg arten 
reading program. (Niedermeyer and Ellis, 1971) The tutoring program 
was based on the following rationale: 
When learning tasks require a great deal of practice, non-
professio nals (in this case fifth- and sixth-grade tut ors) can 
be effective. 
Tutor s are able to maintain and strengthen learning ini-
tially acquired from the classroom teacher. It is important 
that practice responses of individual pupils be monitored by 
tutors who are traine d in instructional techniques. 
It is important that an effective system for prescribing 
tutoring and for managing the program be devised. (Niedermeyer 
and Ellis, 1971, p . 400.) 
The objectives were written specifying what tutors should do 
when tutor ing. The objectives specified the following tutorial 
pr ocedures: 
1 . Tutor engages pupil in non-instructional, friendly conver-
sati on. 
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2 . Tutor always lets the pupil know when he is r ight . 
3 . Tutor praises the pupil. 
4. When the pupils' responses are not corr e ct, tutor t el l s or 
shows the pupil t he co r rec t r es pon s es. 
5 . Afte r displa y ing Behavior 4, tutor eli ci t s correct r es pons e 
from pupil. 
6. If tutor gets no response to his initial question or direction, 
he repea ts it usin g different words . 
7. Tutor avoids tr y ing to elicit correct r es ponse by promptin g . 
8 . Tutor avoids negative verbal behavior, for example, "No , 
that's wrong." 
The res ult ing pr ogram incorpo r ating these pr oc edures and th e 
ac company i ng ma terials was introduced at four el emen t ary s chools 
a tte nd ed by children from middle-income families in sub urban Los 
Angel es. Using a tuto r -training manual nine kinde rg a rten t each er s 
t raine d abo u t 75 fifth- and six-grade tutors. The se pupils tutored 
three t imes a week in twenty-minute sessions in the ki ndergarten s. 
Ch i ldr en to be tutored were selected on the basis of a 20--item 
tes t ca lled a Criter i on Exercise which consisted " . .. of five selected 
re s pon se items on the four outcomes." (Niederme yer an d Ellis, 1970, 
p. 401) Children were tutored on the one or more outcom es for a 
pa rticular unit that they had not mastered as indicated by the 
Criter i on Exercise . The materials used for tutoring wer e ca l led 
Pr actice Exercises. They 
..• consist of twenty items that call for selected res-
ponses as well as constructed responses. Beside the Pract i ce 
Exercise is a printed script to be read by the teacher (or 
the tutor). Eight Practice Exercises, each focusing on one 
of the four outcomes, are provided for each unit. (Niedermeyer 
and Ellis, 1970, p. 401) 
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In order to evalu a te the effect of using tutors, fo ur schools 
in the Los Angeles District were randomly selected to use this tutoria l 
program. In these four schools, the trained tutors and the teacher 
admi nis ter ed remedial instruction after each unit of the reading pro-
gram. In another four schools, teachers provided reme dial instruction 
using the same diagnostic means (Criterion Exercises) an d materials 
(Practice Exercises), but without assistance of trained tutors . The 
mean scor e gain for the classes without tutors was .44 months, while 
the mean gain for classes with tutors was 2.21 years. These scores 
were considered to be significantly different at the . 01 l evel. 
The materials used in this program are now published by Ginn and 
Company for use in conjunction with the SWRL Kindergarte n Reading 
Progra m. 
Progrannne d tutoring; 
Progrannned tutoring was developed by Douglas G. Ell son of the 
Departmen t of Psychology, Indiana University. The long series of 
experime nts that resulted in the program began as an attempt by Ellson 
to automat e the sight reading vocabulary drills used with retarded 
chil dren at the Fort Wayne, Indiana, State School. He reasoned that 
the professional teachers were spending far too much tim e on a rou-
tine task that could be handled equally well by a machin e or by a 
person with much less training. 
Ellson's experiments convinced him, however, that no machine 
could take the place of a teacher. "Although machines ca n provide 
most of the basic conditions necessary to produce learnin g, they do 
not listen well; they cannot distinguish .•• correct and inco rrect 
oral responses." (Ellson, 1965, p. 81) During the develo pment of 
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the program, Ellson compared the results of using tutor-operated 
machines and the same material taught from a book by a "programmed" tutor. 
There were no signi ficant differences, so the use of the machine was 
eli min a ted. 
Continuing research indicated that 15 minutes was the most effec-
ti.ve time span for a tutoring session. When the sessions were longer, 
the child's attention wandered. The tutoring was most successful when 
it involved the same materials (preprimers and readers) used in the 
classroom and was accompanied by regular classroom reading instruction. 
(White, 1971). 
The classroom teachers generally ag r eed that the tutoring helped 
children learn to read, but many felt that its success was due not so 
much to the method of teaching as to the individual attention the 
children received. To test this assumption, Ellson set up an experiment 
in 1965 focused on two equal groups of carefully matched children and 
tutors. One group used programmed tutoring and the other group used 
the more conventional procedures and materials recommended by an 
experienced reading consultant. 
Surprisingly, tests of children tutored in the conventional 
f ashion using the recommended materials showed no significant improve -
ment in reading skills. The children given progr ammed tutoring showed 
the gains that Ellson had now come to regard as routine. By the end 
of 1965, Ellson felt there was no question but that the key element 
in making the tutoring work was not the gimmicks nor any spe cial motiva-
ting procedure, and not the fact that the tutored children were receiv-
ing individual attention. The essential factor was the tightly struc-
ture d systematic method of teaching. 
Ellson described the program as follows: 
The tutoring procedures are based on the discovery model. 
Each reading task is clearly presented in a se ries of examples 
carefu ll y controlled for difficulty. The child is given help, 
but never more than is absolutely necessar y for him to achieve 
success on his own. Success is consistently reinforced by appro-
priate praise, but failure is de-emphasiz ed--it is recognized 
only to the extent necessary for the child to know that he has 
not yet achieved success. (Ellson, 1975, p. 2) 
In his paper Ellson goes on to report that the techniques have 
been very successful with disadvantaged slow-learnin g children. In 
a sample of disadvantaged children, it reduced the propo rtion of non-
readers from app r oximately 10 percent to less than one percent . 
In progrannned tutoring, the tutor functions not as a professional 
teacher, but as a technician whose teaching activiti es are specified in 
detail by specific instruc tions or programs. 
1. Content programs specify what is to be taught . 
2. Lesson programs perform the primary diagnost ic-prescriptive 
fun ction, utilizing feedback from the student's respo nse to the 
initial presentation . 
3. Item programs are the procedures for teachin g whatever is 
specified by the content and lesson programs. "Items" are relative ly 
smal l units of teaching material which correspond to the "frames" 
of programme d learning. They typically present a ques tion, a proble m 
or task. 
Ginn, Macmillan, Harper Row, and five other firms have publi shed 
the supplementary materials created by Ellson, and sell them (alo ng 
with their basal readers) as a part of a total readin g package. The 
package includes a Master List, which tells how to divi de the student 
reading books into "items" and "lessons"; the Tutor's Guide , which 
outlines the teaching procedures, word lists, and record sheets; the 
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Comprehension Book, which stresses reading for underst andin g; and the 
Word Analysis (phonics) book. There are kits for prep rimer through 
sec ond grade readers. 
All of these published materials have a common structure. On 
the preprimer and primer level, an "item" is one s entenc e, while a 
"lesson" is a series of consecutive sentences. In the hi gher readers, 
first through third, an item is a paragraph or a short page and a 
le ss on is a series of several pages. The adapting of the teaching 
procedures to a number of reading series allows the child to be 
tutored in the same materials he uses in the classroom. 
The tutoring program, using Ginn readers, was field tested in 
1965-66. This field test was reported by Ellson, et al, (1968). 
The program used 172 first-grade children in twenty inte r-city 
sc hools in Indianapolis, Indiana. The tutors were high -school gradu-
ates who responded to a notice in the P.T.A. bulletin. Other than 
speci fying high-school graduation, there were no other requirements. 
However, several of the women had not graduated from high school. The 
children were placed in four experimental groups: (1) programmed tutor-
ing, one 15- minute session per day; (2) progrannned tutorin g, two sessions 
per day; (3) directed tutoring, one session; (4) directed tutoring, two 
sessio ns. 
As the name implies, directed tutoring is tutoring in which the 
directions are given by supervisory staff to tutors who are not pro-
f ess ional teachers. 
Implicit in the rationale underlying directed tutorin g is 
the assumption that activities designed for the teaching of read-
ing carried out by the tutor would be the same kind as those the 
classroom teacher would carry out herself if time permit ted. 
(Ellson, et al, 1968, p. 317) 
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A wide variety · of J]laterial designed for the development of read-
ing readiness , sight vocabulary ·, and word attack skills was used . 
At the end of the year children's rea ding achievement was compared wi t h 
match ed controls from the same classrooms who had receiv ed no tutoring. 
Although subjective evaluations of observers were quite f avor abl e 
reg arding all four experimental treatments, only one group, pr og r ammed 
tuto r ing, two sessions per day, was found to be generall y superior 
t o the gains of the children in the control group. This pro grammed 
tutoring group was significantly superior on three of the se ve n post-
tests: Ginn Recall, Ginn Pre - primer, and Ginn Primer. By contrast, 
t he other three experimental groups were significantly superior to 
the ir control groups in only two of 21 comparisons. The au thors 
point out that: 
The Ginn tests are more specifically related to the content 
of the tutoring than are the other measures , and tha t this may 
account for the differences having appeared on the Ginn tests. 
(U.S. Office of Education, Division of Compensator y Education, 
1969, p. 7) 
Programmed tutoring and directed tutoring were also compared. 
Those receiving programmed tutoring were superior on all po sttests. 
Thi s difference was highly significant (.01) on four test s : Ginn 
Recall, Alphabet, Ginn Pre-primer, Ginn Primer, and was also signifi-
cant (.05) on the Stanford Reading total. 
Harris (1967) reported a study with 204 children in Indi anapolis 
inter-city schools that was very similar to the field test repo rted 
by Ellson, et al (1968). Harris concluded from this study that 
1. Tutoring as a supplement to the regular classroom read ing 
program does signif icantly increase achievement, thereby el imin a -
ting a number of potential reading failures in the first grad e. 
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2. Pro grannned Tutoring as a tutoring tech n ique proved to be 
more effecti ve than directed tutoring. However, because of the 
positive results achieved by Directed Tutoring in increased learn-
ing in spite of possible limiting factors related to the experi-
menter's inexperience and the previously untested natur e of the 
technique it appears that further testing and experime nting may 
well establish a greater degree of positive results with directed 
tutoring than are indicated by the results of the present experi-
ment. 
3. Two sessions of programmed tutoring do make a significant 
difference in reading achievement, particularly at the lower end 
of the distribution. This noticeable shift was not evidenc ed in 
programmed tutoring one session or directed tutoring one or two 
sessions. Therefore, two-session programmed tutoring proved to 
be the most effective treatment. 
4. The use of non-professionals as tutors with a minimum 







Since both techniques resulted in in creased reading achieve-· 
the total experiment can be considered as research evi-
the positive value of individual attention. (Harris, 
3072) 
A further investigation of one versus two tutorial sessions was 
under taken by the U.S. Office of Education (1969), in a 1966-67 evalua-
tio n. Comparison was made among three groups: one session , two sessions, 
and control, with approximately 130 children in each group. For each 
group the mean scores on the Ginn Pre - primer, Primer, and First Reader 
tests were combined into a single group mean, and adjustm ent was made 
for guessing. The adjusted mean of the one-session group was 46 per-
cent higher than that of the control group; the adjusted mean of the 
two-session group was 51 percent higher than that of the control group. 
The tutorial program for 1968--09 took place again in Indi ana-
polis public schools using the Ginn Basal Reader Series and Ellson's 
tutoring procedures in 33 schools, and the Macmillan Basi c Read er 
Serie s and the tutoring procedures in six schools. Funds were provided 
by Title I and a small grant from the Ford Foundation. 
In this project first-grade classroom instruction in reading was 
supp lemented by one 15-minutes session of programmed tutoring daily. The 
project provided tutoring for a total of 1,711 children. Child ren to be 
tutor ed and those included in the untutored control groups were selected 
by ranking the children within each school on the basis of the Metropoli-
tan Reading Readiness Test scores. Ellson et al (1968) conclud ed in an 
earl ier study that "For tutored children, the Metropolitan Reading Readi-
ness score st ands out as the best single measure for predict ing reading 
achiev ement. " (p. 336) Mean scores on the Metropolitan test were low, 
in dicating that a high proportion of the children fell in the "poor risk" 
category . On the basis of these scores the children were assigned in 
order , beginning with the lowest scores, randomly to experim ental and 
control groups. One thousand-two-hundred sixty-five children were 
tut ored for the entire year. 
At the end of the year the reading performance of the childr en in 
the Ginn prog ra m was measured with the Ginn Vocabulary Recall test, the 
Alpha bet test, the Ginn Pre-primer, Primer and First Reader Achievement 
tests, and the Metropolitan Achievement Elementary Battery I (First 
Grade). Compar ison of scores for the experimental and control groups 
showed significant differences in favor of the children in the tutored 
group. Child ren in the Macmillan Basic Reader Series and pro grammed 
tutoring also showed significant gains over children in the control 
group . The magnitude of the differences on the Macmillan Primer 
and First Reader tests were larger than those obtained on the Ginn 
Primer and First Reader tests but the author was unable to expl ain why. 
"On appearance, however, the Macmillan and Ginn tutorial programs were 
eq_ually effective." (Ellson, 1969, p. 8) 
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A follo w-up study was made with children tutored during 1966-67 
and 1967-68 school years to examine the effects of the tut orial pro-
gram upon retent i on . This study concluded that t ut ori ng r esulted in a 
43 per cent i ncr ea se i n the propor t ion of child ren who were consistently 
pr omoted ; a 25 percent reduction in the proportion retain ed at the end 
of th e fi r st or se cond grade, and a 42 percent reduction i n the pro -
porti on assigned to special education classes. (Ellson , 1969) 
A s t udy reported by Cramer (1969) involved second - year first 
gra de r s (retainees) who failed to learn to read in their first year in 
s ch ool . Instead of waiting for the reading difficulti e s these children 
wer e havi ng to be firmly fixed, the ¥.ad River Townsh ip Schools, Dayton, 
Ohio, attempted to solve the problem by the developm ent of a preventative 
r eading program. In this pilot program, four methods of teaching read-
ing were compared. These were ,: 
1 . Visual Intersensory-Perception (VIP Prog r am) which con-
sisted of : 
(a) 500 2 x 2 slides designed to dev e lop h igh lev e ls 
of visual and perceptual discrimination . 
(b) Four workbooks (semi-programmed) . 
(c) A series of five mini-readers . (Both workbooks 
and mini - readers became the pro per t y of the 
child. In some cases, these book s cons tituted 
the total of the child's reading materia l at 
home.) 
(d) Preprimers, primers, and first-gr ade r ead ing 
materials secured from commerci a l publ is hers. 
(e) A teacher's manual. 
Designed not as a total reading program for f irst grade, but 
one which serves as a foundation in reading, not for readi ng. 
This program is designed to cover an instructional per iod of 
18 weeks and incorporates a vocabulary of 2500 words . (The aver-
age first-grade basic reading series uses approximately 325 words 
by our most recent vocabulary count.) (Cramer, 1969, p. 3) 
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2. Programmed Tutorial Program 
The use of Ellson's progrannn.ed tutoring materia ls published 
by Ginn. 
3. The Open Highways Program 
This is a developmental reading se ries pub li shed by 
Scott Foresman Company. The basic reading text and rel a ted 
materials have been simplified by reducing the vocabulary. 
"Additionally, our group of pupils also received spec ialized, 
individualized, and small group instruction from members of 
the reading department." (Cramer, 1969, p . 4) 
4. The Convential Group 
This group of first grade retainees received their read -
ing instruction by conventional means--an extens ion, where 
possible, of materials and methods used the prec eding year . 
..• This group served as the control group with which compari -
sons of the other three groups were made. (Cramer, 1969, 
pp. 4 and 5) 
The Slosson I.Q. test was individually administered to all parti-
cipa nts by the district's psychological intern and the writer of the 
study. For statistical purposes the groups were found to be equal. 
The California Reading Test was used as the pre- and postte st measure 
of reading achievement. Because the VIP group received inten sive 
training in visual discrimination, the Frostig Test of Visual Perception 
was also used. 
While three of the reading groups used commerci al ly prep ared 
materials, most of the reading materials for the VIP program had to 
be prepared locally . 
Pre- and posttest gains made by the children during the 5½ month 
period of the study were four months average grade-placement improvement 
for the conventional and Open Highways groups, and 7 months for t he 
Tutorial and VIP pupils. Comprehension gains made by the Tutorial 
group were superior to the other three groups. 
Operating with the philosophy that it migflt be possibl e to pre-
vent some reading problems, rather than having to remediate later, 
Lenoir County Schools, North Carolina, introduced Ellson's Programmed 
Tutoring published by Ginn in all the elementary schools. (McClea ry, 
1971) in September, 1968, the district administered the Metropolitan 
Reading Readiness Test to all first graders. The children were ranked 
in order of their scores. Every child who scored forty - four or less 
on the test was assigned alternately either in the experimental or 
control group. The experimental group was given the tutoring as a 
supplement to the classroom instruction for the entire year. 
At the end of the year, the performance of the two groups 
was compared by administering the Ginn Achievement Test to both 
groups of children. The difference between the control and the 
tutored groups was quite large and statistically significant at 
the .001 level for the pre-primer, primer, and first reader Ginn 
Achievement Test. 
School records provided additional information on the effective-
ness of the tutoring: the proportion of retention was 55 percent 
lower for the tutored group than for the comparable cont rol children . 
Davis District, Farmington, Utah, has used Ellson's programmed 
tutoring since 1972. Workman (1974) in his dissertation, reported 
the results. The program was used in twenty Title I schools in the 
district. The tutors were aides paid with Title I monies . 
The evaluation of the 1972-73 program was done by a California 
corporation to validate the program for the U.S. Office of Education. 
The Gates MacGinite Reading Test was used as both the pre- and post -
test. The pretest scores for the tutored and control groups were not 
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s.ignificantly di;fferent. Each _group contained 33 children . Posttest 
scores for the tutored children were significantly greater than those 
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of the control children at the .01 level for vocabulary and the .05 level 
for comprehension. 
The data from the 1973-74 program was reported in two ways . The 
first grade results were reported in terms of · the actual gain as com-· 
pared to the expected gain. The results for the second, third, and 
fourth graders were reported in terms of grade equivalent scores. 
There was a total of 1,512 children involved in the tutoring. 
The Ginn materials and programmed tutoring were used in 18 of the 
schools, and Harper Row programmed tutoring materials were used in 
2 schools. Since Ellson's program only covers first and second grades, 
Davis District developed their own program for grades three and four. 
The program for those grades is very similar to that published by 
Ellson, but it utilizes the third and fourth grade readers. 
For the 274 first grade children, the actual amount of gain 
compared to the expected amount of gain was found to be significant 
at the .001 level. 
The 308 second-grade children averaged a grade equivalent gain of 
8. 8 months during the eight months of tutoring. The 290 third graders 
real ized an average gain of 11 months, and the fourth graders made a 
gain in reading achievement of 13 months. 
The purpose of Workman's study (1974) was to determine the rela-
tionship of prograrnmed tutoring in either first or second grade or 
both first and second grades on the reading achievement of 556 third 
grade pupils. Workman reported that an analysis of the statistical 
data snowed no significant difference between the tutored and the non-
tutored groups by third grade. However, the comparison of percentile 
scores and parent-teacher opinions indicated that a diffe rence in 
favor of the tutored groups did exist. 
Smith (1973) in her dissertation, reported a study of the effect 
of using Macmillan materials and Ellson's tutoring procedures with 
selected first-grade children in Nash County, North Carolina. The pupils 
were rural children who ranked in the lower third of the dist ribu tion 
of scores on the Macmillan Reading Readiness Test and the Stanford 
Achievement Test, Primary Battery I, which were used as the pre- and 
posttest. The 200 children were assigned randomly to eithe r the 
tut ored group or to the control group. A significant diffe rence was 
found between the mean gains at the .01 level in favor of the tutored 
group on the Stanford Achievement Word Reading Test, the Word Study 
Skills Test, and on the three tests combined. No significant difference 
was found on the Stanford Achievement Paragraph Meaning Test. 
Examination of the promotion and retention records of first-
grade children showed that 73 children from the tutored group were 
promoted and only 36 from the control group were promoted . This re-
presents a reduction of 43 percent in the number of retention s. 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Sunnnary 
The purpose of this paper was to review selected literatu re of the 
past ten years dealing with tutorial reading programs, and to identify 
those factors in tutorial programs that result in children being measurably 
more successful in reading achievement. 
The literature was reviewed under three categories: 
1. Directed Tutorial Programs - Projects that utilized mater ials 
similar to those used in the classroom and procedures that were t eacher , 
tutor, supervisor, or agency directed. 
2. Structured Tutorial Programs - Projects that employed materials 
or procedures designed specifically for tutorial reading programs. 
Harrison's Structured Tutoring Program is very similar to programmed 
tutoring. The major difference appears to be in his concept of "tutor". 
Harrison views the tutor as a teacher, while "tutor" in a prograrrnned 
tutorial program is a technologist-a substitute for the teaching machine. 
3. Progranuned Tutorial Programs - Prorjects based on a systematic 
structuring and sequencing of the lesson content, and the programmed per-
formance of the tutor. 
The research for this paper took place at the Merrill Library at 
Utah State University, Logan, Utah, and the Weber State College Library, 
Ogden, Utah. 
With _ few exceptions, the programs reported in the literature were 
v iewed by teachers and school administrators as being beneficial for 
children. The assumption is made that the articles would not have been 
written if they thought otherwise. In many instances the only evaluating 
procedures for many of these programs were collections of teachers' anec-
dotal records. It should be noted that in limiting this study to programs 
t hat showed reading gains for children as measured by standard i zed or 
criterion tests, no attempt was made to assess the affective changes that 
may have occurred in the children. In both successful and unsuccessful 
programs, attitude and behavior changes may have taken place that allowed 
the children to be more receptive to the classroom instruction. 
Successful programs have operated with volunteers, paid aides, 
college, secondary, and elementary students as tutors, as have programs 
that have not been successful. The key factor seems to lie in the 
training of the tutors. 
Students have been widely used as tutors because, as Deterline 
(}970) noted, the number of potential tutors is almost as large as the 
number of potential tutees. Several studies showed that the less capable 
student can be a very effective tutor for a younger child. In many cases, 
tutoring was found to be more beneficial for the tutor than for the 
tutee. 
Not a single program was reviewed in this paper that did not make 
s ome arrangements for the training of the tutors. In most cases a number 
of training sessions were scheduled before the tutoring began. In 
several studies of Harris .on' s? the pretraining was accomplished by the 
tutor training himself with the tutoring manual. 
In addition to the need for tutor training, on-going supervision of 
tutorial programs helped maintain the quality · of teaching that took place. 
Raim (}973, p. 699) said: 
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Lack of provision for supervision in a tutorial progr am 
usually means that the school is using tutors in a band-aid 
approach to educational problems, rather than as effective 
resources for learning. 
Whatever the mode of tutoring, directed, structured, or programmed, 
all of the successful programs showed careful planning and clea r state -
ments of the academic objectives. Hawkridge, Ghapulsky - and Roberts (1968) 
reached a similar conclusion. They noted that unsuccessful programs con-
tain many of the same elements as programs that are successful , however 
they were more diffuse in their objectives, attempting 
to provide a variety of enrichment services ..•. Although the 
successful tutoring programs all showed evidence of some form of 
structuring, most of the unsuccessful programs were unstructured 
and fairly unfocused. (p. 35) 
Conclusions 
This study supports the following conclusions: 
1. Well-structured cognitively oriented tutorial reading programs 
are relatively few, but when they occur, most seem to promote measurable 
reading achievement gains in the pupils. 
2. Both structured and directed programs have been successful with 
children. 
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3. The role of "teacher" tends to increase the reading skill of the 
tutor. 
4. All tutoring programs will not produce instant success in reading 
for ch~ldren. Expectations need to be realistic. 
5. Programs need to be judged from many standpoints. A small 
statistically significant gain in reading skill on a standardized reading 
test m,ay- not educationally justify a program-' s costs in terms of money 
and time. 
6, The training and supervision of tutors is essential to the 
success . of any program. 
7. People of various ages and backgrounds have worked suc c ess -
fully as tutors. Low achieving children have successfully acted as 
tutors of younger ch il dren, and in doing so, have in cr eased their own 
reading skills. 
8. In Programmed Tutoring, one 15-minute session of tuto ri ng each 
day produces improvement in reading that is nearly as great as two 
15-minute sessions each da y . 
Rec.ommendations 
This study suggests two sets of recommendations: (1) those fo r t he 
schools, and (2) those for further research. 
Recommendations for the schools: 
1. That school administrations, teachers, and parents have r eal is t ic 
expectations about what tutor programs can and cannot accomplish in a 
limited amount of time. Tutor programs cannot achieve mass remedia ti on 
of reading problems. They can, however, by systematic present a t io n of t he 
oasic skills, bring a child to the point where he may experience mor e 
successes in his classroom. 
2. That tutor i ng programs be carefully considered from many st and -
points: the amount of reading gain anticipated for the children ; the co sts 
--,both _ in money- and in time; the attitudes of teachers, parents, and stu -
dents about tutoring. Tutor programs have little chance for success 
unless those wfio are involved view the programs as desirable de s pi te 
costs of time, money, and interruption to the classroom schedule. 
3. That the focus of tutoring be on "achievement" or the attain i ng 
of objectives rather than on the length of time a child has been tutor ed . 
Mastery of the objectives is the goal for all children. The length of 
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of time each child is tutored should be dependent on this mastery. 
4. That more effort be made to replicate successful programs and 
program components. 
5. Although directed, structured, and programmed tutorial reading 
programs can all produce measurable reading gains in students, schools 
might wish to consider structured or progrannned materials when setting 
up a program because of the ease of replication of these widely-tested 
successful programs. 
Recommendations for further research: 
1. That evaluative reports of successful tutorial programs be 
given greater publicity. 
2. That more information be made available about the specific 
objectives of successful tutorial reading programs. 
3. That there be a clearer understanding among those responsible 
for s-etting up programs of the difference between objective and subjective 
criteria. 
4. That more longitudinal studies on the benefits of tutoring be 
undertaken. 
5. That ways of transferring learnings from the tutorial setting 
to the. classroom be investigated. If children achieve higher scores on 
stand .ardized reading tests after tutoring, it would seem their grades 
should reflect the improvement. 
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